Duane Retraction Syndrome, Egyptian Study

Abstract

Objective: The evaluation of patients of Duane Retraction Syndrome regarding the clinical and anatomical aspects, putting them in consideration for the surgical plan of management.

Subjects and Methods: Prospective study of 198 patients having Duane retraction syndrome. Surgery was aimed to eliminate the up shoot or down shoot, face turn with a horizontal deviation, and the globe retraction.

Results: Type I DRS was more common, slight male preponderance. Ninety three cases are operated, by recessing MR and/or LR muscles, Up shoot, globe retraction, ocular deviation and head posture are greatly ameliorated.

Conclusion: The surgical management in a case of Duane syndrome should be tailored according to the severity of the problem and specific clinical appearance of the patient and modified according to the anatomical findings during surgery.

Introduction

Duane retraction syndrome a congenital ocular motility disorder most commonly characterized by the inability of the eye to abduct, variable limitation of adduction, and globe retraction with narrowing of the palpebral fissure on adduction [1-3]. Huber’s classification system was based upon clinical findings: Type I is characterized by marked limitation of abduction with normal or minimally defective adduction, type II is characterized by marked limitation of adduction with normal or minimally defective abduction, and type III is characterized by marked limitation of both abduction and adduction [4].

Subjects & Methods

Prospective study, started at 1998 until 2010, in Alexandria, Egypt, for patients with a diagnosis of Duane syndrome who had no prior ocular surgery. Data collected data included type of Duane syndrome, gender, family history for strabismus, abnormal head position, versions, strabismus measurements, presence of amblyopia, presence of up shoot or down shoot and associated ocular and/or non ocular abnormalities. The cause of the up shoots and down shoots was thought being mechanical, innervational, or both on the basis of clinical characteristics described by Kraft [5], and by EMG in cooperative patients (Figure 1a-1k, Figure 2a-2d).

Strabismus surgery was performed on patients to eliminate the upshoot or downshoot, face turn with a horizontal deviation, and the globe retraction. One surgeon (DS) performed all of the surgeries. Different surgical techniques depending on preoperative condition, EMG, anatomical findings and forced duction test. Surgeries performed included: Recession of MR muscle (one or two), Recession of LR muscle, Recession of MR & LR of the same eye, Y splitting of lateral rectus muscle [6].
Figure 1c: EMG of Left DRS-I.

Figure 1d: Left DRS-I.

Figure 1e: Left DRS-I.
Figure 1f: Right DRS I with upshoot

Figure 1g: Left DRS I preoperative and postoperative

Figure 1h: Left DRS I with upshoot preoperative and postoperative
Results

The study included 198 patients, there was a slight male preponderance in contrast to a female preponderance reported elsewhere [7-10] there were 94 (48%) female patients and 104 (52%) male patients. In our group of patients there was a male preponderance among type I and type II Duane while there was a female preponderance among type III. Like other reports left eye was more commonly affected [3,8,11,12] and 114 patients (58%) had involvement of left eye; 56 patients (28%) had involvement of the right eye; and 28 patients (14%) had involvement of both eyes. The ages of the patients ranged from 6 months to 44 years (mean 10.4 years). There was no significant difference between the different types of Duane with regards the age of presentation.

All of the patients were categorized into types I, II, and III.
Duane syndrome, based on Huber’s classification: Type I: 145 patients (73%) (Figure 1a-1k), Type II: Ten patients (5%) (Figure 3) Type III: 43 patients (22%). Similar to other studies type I DRS occurred more frequently. Patients with bilateral Duane syndrome (Figure 4a&4b) constituted (14%) of our series, most of which were type I (68%) and none were type II. Patients having bilateral Duane syndrome had a lower incidence of abnormal head posture, and one patient with bilateral DRS I with V pattern esotropia had an abnormal head posture in the form of chin down position (Figure 5) and associated congenital anomalies.

Figure 2: DRS type III.

Figure 2a: DRS type III with upshoot postoperative

Figure 2b: DRS III with exotropia & upshoot preoperative and postoperative

Figure 2c: Right DRS-III.
Figure 2d: Left DRS-III with upshoot preoperative.

Figure 3: DRS type II.
DRS-II with left downshoot preoperative.

Figure 4a: Bilateral DRS III

Amblyopia was present in 15% of patients in comparison to the study by Chua et al 16.9% had amblyopia [13]. There was no difference in amblyopia among various types of Duane syndrome. The incidence of both anisometropia and amblyopia was somewhat higher than for the normal population [11]. Ninety three patients underwent strabismus surgery: type I: 63 patients, type II: 5 patients, type III 25 patients. Among the patients with type I Duane, 32 patients who had a horizontal deviation with a mild degree of globe retraction and esotropia in primary position, were operated by MR recession, a single medial rectus muscle recession was performed in 15 patients with esotropia of small angle and biomedical surgery was performed in 17 patients for larger angle of esotropia where recession of one muscle was not sufficient. Thirty one patients of DRS I had MR and LR recession in the same eye, for severe retraction and upshoot. Recession of the LR was performed in five patients with DRS II presenting with exotropia, and globe retraction, in two of them Y-splitting is added to stabilize the globe as well.

Recession of the two horizontal recti was performed in 59 patients with severe retraction or with upshoot; 31 patients type I, three patients type II and 25 patients type III. In these patients simultaneous medial and lateral rectus muscle recession was performed to reduce the upshoot, the recession was asymmetrical [14,15]. The LR muscle was recessed 50% more than the MR. In the beginning of the study, we had a complication; 2 patients of DRS III who were orthotropic prior to surgery and became exotropic after simultaneous MR and LR recession.

EMG was performed on 12 patients and all these patients have revealed that simultaneous activation of the MR and LR muscles
is associated with co-contraction and globe retraction, similar to previous reports [16,17]. In our series there were 3 patients who had family members with Duane but no genetic studying was performed.

Discussion

In our series, more than 50 % of cases of DRS did not need any interference, and this was due to the absence of deviation of the eyes in primary gaze position, no abnormal head posture, no upshoot, mild or negligible globe retraction on adduction, good binocular functions. These cases are left alone and only followed up for any changes that might appear. Esotropia in DRS was managed by recession of one MR or two MR muscles for larger angles where LR resection is absolutely contraindicated preventing more globe retraction. Severe globe retraction and upshoot of the globe was managed by simultaneous recession of the two horizontal recti of the same eye, this was based upon the EMG study that proved simultaneous co-contraction of these muscles and not with the vertical recti muscles.

The amount of relative recession was controversial, but after getting two cases of post operative exotropia in the beginning of the study, and after putting into consideration the anatomical changes, the lateral rectus is recessed 50 % more than the medial rectus, putting in consideration the pre-operative deviation as well in order to preserve the same preoperative position for orthotropic patients but eliminating or greatly reducing the globe retraction and the upshoot, modifying these numbers in front of a pre existing esotropia or exotropia and face turn.

Conclusion

The surgical management in a case of Duane syndrome should be tailored according to the severity of the problem and specific clinical appearance and anatomical findings in each patient. The treatment options and realistic expectations should be discussed with the patient and the family in detail as cases of DRS syndrome could be greatly ameliorated but not reaching complete cure.
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